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Kinetic models must reach high irradiation 
doses for very complex systems 
Point defects and impurities 
Extended defects, dislocations 
Clusters (with helium, carbon...) 
• 
• 
,s • So far there are no easy available 
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• There is a need for efficiency and 
The KMC algorithm 
determine all possible 
processes for a given 
configuration and build 
a list of their rates ri 
(e.g. I jump, V jump, I 
emission from defect) 
Advance time. New 
time = old time + 1/R 
calculate the total rate of 
events R=Σr 
generate a random number 
ne[0,1) 
use n to select an event 
from the list 
(e.g. “This Interstitial will jump ”) 
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Perform the event. Manage 
interactions between 
particles. 
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• 
Object KMC: Rates 
bfl 
All different rates are assume to be 
produced by a prefactor and an 
activation energy 
The activation energy is computed as 
the difference in formation energies 
between final and initial states plus a 
barrier (typically a migration energy) 
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• 
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S e* Development ideas 
• Modular: Possibility for Object KMC, Lattice 
KMC and maybe others. 
0 • Versatile and flexible: Build on top of Tcl 
S scripting language. 
1 • Efficient and modern: Written using Object 
<A Oriented Methodologies in C++ 
= • Professional development, debugging, 
^ profiling and testing 
| • User oriented: Customizable through input 
I files rather than code changes. 







User input script 
Space Time 













Four main areas: 
space, time, user 
interfaces and defects 
Defects belong to 5 
categories: Extended 
Defects (ED), Mobile 
Particles (MP), Multi 
Clusters (MC), IV 
Damage (IV) and 
Interfaces (Int). 
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OKMC mechanisms 
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• I, v, C, He, ... 
• HenVm, ... 
• ' n , v m - ••• 
Cluster emission 
• HenVm - H e ^ V ^ + HeV 
• HenVm - Hen.!Vm + He 
• HenVm - HenVm_! + V 
• HenVm ~ H e ^ V ^ + I 
Very complex clusters 
• HenCmV0 - HepCVxVo + C 
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Extended defects 
• In " "n-1 + I 
• In (A) " 'n (B) 
• In + Trap (mobile)- ln Trapped 
(immobile) 
Damage 
• "n V m - ln-iV m.! 
Interfaces 
• MPA + A/B - MP(A/B) - MPB + 
A/B 
• MP + A/B - A / B 
• ED + A/B - A/B 
• MC + A/B - A/B 
• Int - lnt + I 
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Flexibility in MMonCa 
IDEA: The tel language is 
used to allow flexibility. 
User defined: 
• The material structure 
(full 3D) 
• All the clusters and 
extended defect rates 
• Reactions, using 
wildcards 
Default parameters can be 
overwritten in the input 
file: self-contained 
9 







proc migrate { size } { 
if { $size == 2 } { return "8.2e-3 0.42" } 
if { $size == 3 } { return "8.2e-3 0.43" } 
if { $size == 4 } { return "8.2e-3 0.43" } 
set pref [expr 3.5e-4+1.7e-3/pow($size,1.7)] 
set ener [expr 0.06+ 0.11/pow($size,1.6)] 
return "$pref $ener" 
} 
proc material { x y z } { 
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Defects and resistivity 
recovery during α-Fe annealing 
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ifflea Defect population evolution 
materials 
during annealing of α-Fe 
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I Annealing of implanted defects 
I in silicon 
s 3 





[I]/[I*] after a 40 keV, 2e13 
cm-2 Si into Si implant 
annealed at different 
temperatures. 
Excellent agreement with 




 Cowern et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 
4460 (1999) 
2
 Martin-Bragado et al. Solid-State 
Electronics 52, 1430 (2008) 
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9.9856e-4 cm2 s-1 
0.05 eV 
9.9856e-6 cm2 s-1 
Clusters defined by: 
• Potential energy 
• Emission prefactor 
• Migration prefactor 
• Migration energy 
The particle-cluster binding energy is 
calculated by MmonCa 
1
 Becquart et al. J. Nucl. Mater. 
403, 75 (2010) 
2








• Sub-threshold at 400 eV (only He implantation) 
• Above-threshold at 3 KeV (He and FP implantation) 
• Irradiated at 5K 
• We followed the Marlowe implantation carried out by Becquart et al. 
Isochronal annealing for 60 s every 2K 
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In the simulations: 
• Interstitial/interstitial clusters move in 3D 












S\ M a n y 3 t h a 
QME 
< > v fi ^Debug i c / C 
i? &KerneL 
> &Lkmc 




> B ExtendedDeFect1 
> B ExtendedDeFe 
> B ExtendedDeFectParam.cpp 
> B ExtendedDeFectParam.h 
> B Interface.cpp 
> B InterFace.h 
> B InterFaceParam.cpp 
> B InterFaceParam.h 
> B MobilePartide.cpp 
> B MobiLePartide.h 
> B MobiLeParticLeParam.cpp 




'~^0 #include <cstdlib> 
ctParam.cpc _ f ^1 
using Kernel::Mesh; w M 




using std::vector; A S ' 
> B 
> B P a r t 
> B P a r t 
> B mmonc 
arnel::Domain *p , const Coordinates &c) 
_performedtfalse) 
i . pf s * r*v 
C-BuiLd [MMonCa] 
OZ 
Want to use MMonCa? Write to 
* ^ I ~ B Building target: mmonca ^ ^ W 
mc/ 
iceAtom.cpp" 
Writable Smart Insert 337 : 10 
